FILM OFFERS FOR DAVID WHITFIELD IN STATES

A Kiss from the Boss!

FOUR film offers, a $5,000-a-night tour of the USA in October or November, an appearance at Las Vegas, two more American TV spots in March on the Ed Sullivan show, "Toast Of The Town"—these will figure in the 1955 plans of singer David Whitfield, who returned from a visit to the States two weeks ago.

"The American trip was fantastic," David told the Monthly, "with my parents and UK Reg Waters. I was driving into New York from the airfield. Reg switched on the car radio.

Fast workers

"I reckon David Whitfield will be driving into the city right now," announced a disc-jockey.

"There certainly are fast workers. The first two reporters we saw tried to sell me a song."

"There were 200 tickets at a party I gave which lasted for twelve hours. An estimated $20,000 was spent on the party."

JIMMY WATSON

JIMMY WATSON, star lead trumpeter-arranger and member of the popular vocal group, will rejoin the trumpet section in Mitchells new £10,000 big band which debuts at the Astoria Balloon, Notting-
hill, on February 21 for a duration to be announced later by Mr. W. H. Hunt Duma, the Balloon's future music director.
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Jimmy Watson signed for new Mitchell Orch

AMERICAN PLANS FOR "Mr. Ross & Mr. Ray"

Les Perrin, publicity man for Melbourne's Ross and Ray Ramona-
ton, is awavting a concrete offer from Bob Perry. Many offers have been made,

Canadian bassist for Croombie band

HAROLD AYRES of the former Harry Ayres and the "Azalea" orchestra, a feature act in the London music world, will return to London. Croombie's, who have had Ayres in this country for the past
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Kenny Baker chooses 'dozen'

Kenny Baker has now fixed on the all-star personnel he will feature on his new series of "Kenny's Choice" broadcasts, the first of which is due to be aired in March.

These Boys—

DAVE BLACKMAN · KEN PYKE

BOBBIE ADRIAN & BERTIE MASON

ARE ON THE HAPPY HUNT BAND WAGON

AND ARE FITTED OUT WITH THE VERY LATEST

PREMIER EQUIPMENT

They are new names, and here that the name changes are being given to the "Ladder of Fame." The best, best has the top spot, which is now a regular feature. Following its Notting-
hill, the "Hunt" band will appear at the North London Balloon, Bex-
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Kay Starr and Tennessee Ernie Ford are among the top-
line American artists on engagements for return visits to Britain and the London pub-
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ELLINGTON

It's just not Duke—says Len

THE MOST CONTROVERSIAL RECORD OF '54 WAS ELLINGTON '55: HERE, Duke discusses it with the MGM's LEONARD FEATHER

Like which to me is a very interesting way of putting it. There should be one, and surely so little in our society. I have been the champion of what we call the blues. But I think the black man's music should sound like it did five years ago. I think there should be a thing. I don't know what it is. But I think the whole thing should stay as it was given in Europe. I think you shouldn't have been put in the European three years ago. I think you should stay as you were the black man's music should stay as it was given by the black man. It has its own way.

FIFTY-FIVE

But why limit me?—asks Duke

No age

Simple

family

A new band for the new year!

Introducing

Malcolm Mitchell & His Orchestra

FOR SALE

NEW YEAR BARGAINS by Besson

Drums

Snare Drums

Soprano Saxophone

Tenor Saxophone

Baritone Saxophone

Clarinet

Alto Saxophone

Bass Clarinet

Contrabass Saxophone

Euphonium

Cornet

Flugelhorn

Trumpet

Trombone

Tuba

French Horn

Bassoon

Violin

Violinette

Viola

Oboe

Clarinet

Bass Clarinet

N/O

From page 4

From page 4
I STILL BELIEVE PAPA LOVES MAMBO

THE STORY OF TINA

CHAPLIN'S THEME from MODERN TIMES

SMILE SOMEBODY

GEORGE MELLY writes about--

THE GREAT BLUES SINGERS

in Collectors' Corner

STEVE RACE writes about the man with the swimming pool piano--

Liberace

MAMBO '54

1954 WAS NOT a good year for Mambo. It was the year of Split Decision and that was recorded in the prime of Mambo, but the shorter vocals and shuffle beat

SUNDAY, JANUARY 2nd, at 7.15 p.m.

SUNDAY JAZZ AT THE COLISEUM

LONDON COLISEUM

JOHNNY DANKWORTH and his orchestra

RONNIE SCOTT ORCHESTRA

TICKETS: 3/-, 4/-, 5/-, 7/- and 8/-

Box Office open from 2 p.m., Sunday
NEW YEAR HOPES FOR CLEF LABEL ISSUES

JAZZ AT THE JAZZ: Impressionist Ronnie Green expects the New Year to herald the advent of the first CLEF Swing Session, as he has been foiling the inky紳士 by site looks for the past few months. The sessions will all take place shortly after JAPP makes its February tour of Europe. Green's market sell is for his records to be leased rather than sold, hence the sessions will take place prior to this will. The aim is, in general, to ensure that the mix of the sessions in a given country will be the same as the sessions in that country.

Mulligan disbands his Quartet

HOLLYWOOD, Calif. - After the success of his most recent album, HENRY MULLIGAN'S JAZZ FOR EVERYTHING, he's decided to disband his Quartet. He was in the studio for 10 days, performing a session he thought he was recording a '60s album, but when the tape was played back, he realized it was a '50s album. He was so disappointed that he decided to disband his Quartet.

Linda Burns—accordionist

Cafe De Paris, New series for Tammy Sisters

The spirited accordion player is one of the Tammy Sisters, who are appearing at Cafe De Paris. The sisters are also appearing at the Talk of the Town and the Century Club. The series will run for three weeks.

The Christmas spirit at the ANCLAS

USA Altoist in stick-up scene

New York, N.Y. - A.J. Altoni, a recent arrival in this city, was shot and left for dead outside the ANCLAS, a New York jazz club. The victim was reported to have been one of a group of men who were trying to rob the club. The group was said to have been armed with revolvers.

The Ghost voice girl loses own voice

Coal Britons given mixed U.S reception

U.S. Altoist in stick-up scene

New York, N.Y. - A.J. Altoni, a recent arrival in this city, was shot and left for dead outside the ANCLAS, a New York jazz club. The victim was reported to have been one of a group of men who were trying to rob the club. The group was said to have been armed with revolvers.

Henry Hall's 'Face the Music' back

Tessa Sims for 12-week tour

New York, N.Y. - Tessa Sims will begin a 12-week tour of the United States on January 1. The tour will take her to every state in the country, beginning in New York.

ASTOR CABARET SPOT

FOR HELEN DAVIS

No more U.S. bands—says Dutch promoter

PROVINCIAL ROUND-UP

By Jerry DAWSON

DOCTOR HUNT STARS ON TV

Doc Hunt stars in a new television series, "The Doctor Hunt Show," which will be broadcast on a major network.

ENEMORE

Clarinet: £30. 0. 0

Boosey & Hawkes Ltd
DEATH OF LEE MORSE SEVERES LINK WITH THE '20s

JATP in Paris

WHO WOULDN'T BE A NITWIT?

Midland BBC opens 1955 on jazz kick

Ranjo Clarinet Romance

Denny Wright lends 3 at Casanova

PASS THE TEST TO SING IN IRELAND

Dizzy Reese forms 5 for club work

BANJO-CLARINET ROMANCE

A Happy New Year

Trades take over at 100, Oxford Street

MELODY MAKER

REPAIR SERVICE

Besson

Life will be one long HONEYMOON WALTZ

RED NICHOLS ON SET

From Chorus to Vocal Spot

Crazy music

Rufheif

It's always party time with Crock's Crackpots

From chorus to vocal spot

Vincenzo's Shop

Fifteen-year-old Susan Miflin, of Sheffield, had never sung in public when she was approached to take a big vocal spot in the ballistic show, Dizzy Farkes. She took it, and today is touring the Variety halls with her celebrated and powerful voice. During one meeting, Bob Crock, solo and producer of Dizzy Farkes, heard her singing in the costume backstage at the Warsaw Theatre. He was so impressed with her voice that he immediately gave her the vocal spot. Since then, Susan has received much praise, and Dizzy Farkes, who is getting big in this new medium, was moved by her. Susan Miflin was born in Sheffield, where her parents still reside. She has four sisters and two brothers. Susan began singing in local clubs and venues. She is currently studying at the Northern School of Music.
PETEYSON, ELLA FITZGERALD
BOOKED TO TOUR IN BRITAIN

TWO of the world's top jazz stars-Oscar Peterson and Ella Fitzgerald—are to play in Britain soon. And Melody Maker readers will get priority bookings at their concerts.

The self-loving pair will give their first concert at the Royal Albert Hall in London on January 27. In Leeds, Manchester, Newcastle, Sunderland, Blackburn, Liverpool, and two other cities they will give their first concerts. The gigs will play host to many other top-name jazz musicians from Britain.

Teddy Foster forming new 9-brass ork

On January 25, Teddy Foster announced that he will form a new 9-brass ork. The band will play in London and around the country. The new band will be a major addition to the British jazz scene.

Show Band films in CinemaScope

JERRY STAPLETON and his Show Band have been signed to make the film Ballroom in CinemaScope. The film will be directed by Alastair Reid, and will feature footage of the band in action.

Don Riddell is new Barraque pianist

Chad Tonnares, the pianist for the Chad Tonnares Band, has been replaced by Don Riddell. Riddell has been associated with several top-name bands, and is a skilled musician.

SCOTTY PRODUCES LAST 'JAZZ BALL'

Alan Scott, the producer of the jazz ball, has decided to produce his last ball. The ball will be held in London on January 28, and will feature top-name jazz musicians.

ALSO IN THIS WEEKEND

The Starlight Review, featuring the talents of top-name musicians, will be held in London on January 29. The show will feature a variety of acts, including a top-name jazz orchestra.

A NEW KARL MEYER SELLERS

The new Karl Meyer Sellers features a variety of new features and improvements. The Sellers is now available in a range of specifications, including a top-of-the-line model.

New Orleanscontributors...
MAURICE BURMAN'S RADIO REVIEWS

DANCEABLE DELANEY

Sweet Mackintosh

Laurie Henshaw's

Platter Chatter

Chappell's Band

COUNT YOUR BLESSINGS INSTEAD OF SHEEP

MUSIC SERVICE

THE GENIUS OF TATUM

British pianist EDDIE THOMPSON discusses the new Clef record album

THE STORY BEHIND THE RECORDS.....

by Norman Granz

THE NAUGHTY LADY OF SHADY LANE

OPEN YOUR HEART

SONG OF THE SEA

IRVING BERLIN

from IRVING BERLIN'S "WHITE CHRISTMAS" - A Humble Plea

MORRIS

THE MAN THAT GOT AWAY

from "THE WLOOF The Son Of Mars - Alexander Wlloof

VICTORIA

PRIZE OF GOLD

from "THE SONGS OF THE SEA" - Stow and Stow

New Bond Street

WHEN YOU'RE HOME WITH THE ONES YOU LOVE

by Norman Granz
RED CAMP IN AMERICA!

by STEVE RACE

I'VE been watching a
red American, and I
swear I can't believe it. But try put
in your mind the thought of the
way a red American is expected to
look. He is almost like a red
American. In other words, he is
RAISIN-SKIN. You know, the way
the red American is supposed to
look, he is wearing a RAISIN-SKIN.

SOUL-NO SOUL

TOP TUNES

LEARN THE SONGS!

WHERE THE LYRIC WRITERS WENT WRONG

HUBERT W. DAVID'S SONGSHEET

Mean To Me

VOGUE

CORAL

THE GREATEST
JAZZ CATALOGUE
IN THE WORLD

IN 1954 gave you GERRY MULLIGAN,
CLIFFORD BROWN, GIGI GRYCE,
dave brubeck, work shop, shelly manne,
massey hall concert, art tatum,
dizzy gillespie, barney kessel.

IN 1955... will continue to release the best jazz available - the sensational alto player, lennie niehaus,
brubeck at pacific college,
new clifford brown-max roach concert, leeKonitz
at storyville with ronnie ball,
Joe newman, harry edison and many more.

VOGUE RECORDS LTD, 113/115 Fulham Rd, London, S.W.3

Hollywood
Headlines

TOO MUCH!

A JAZZMAN-TURNED-SONGWRITER GOES-
To New York on a shoestring

by Christopher Hodder Williams

If you think you've seen all the things,
that's because you haven't.

The first catch!

STERETyped

JAZZ ON THE AIR

REGENT CLARINET

Two new models

FOR YOU

BOOSMY & HAWKES LTD.

POMPEII

GUITAR

STORYVILLE... THE STORY OF JAZZ

KEY TO STARTERS AND "S" SERIES INSTRUMENTS ARE EDITED AT 29.00... £24.00

(1955)
JAZZ RECORDS

Edgar Jackson reviews—

STARS OF THE WEEK

NOW and again, a band leader sends a record to me in the hope that it can be included. In some cases the record comes with a triumph and I tell him what I think of it. I tried this once, my review was written very lightly but I was not satisfied. I thought the record ought to be included and then I found I had got it in all, but the record was not so satisfactory. I am not satisfied and I will not give a record to be included if I do not think it is worth including.

Edgar

Mailbag

MUSICAL COMBINATION

STEVE MACIE's column, to be published also in the Chicago Record and Clio, December 1955. Christmas '55 has been a record year for Christmas music. I have never been happy to the record business at all, but I think that Christmas music is a good business. I think that Christmas music is a good business, and I think that Christmas music is a good business.

Ted
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JACK PAYNE IN JACK PAYNE'S Bandbox
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Ted
Mitchell records out before debut

Till this week's edition, this is the first time you've heard of Franklyn Mitchell, coming out of the heat, in the heat of the week, in the heat of the world, in the heat of the moment. He's a young man of 25, with a voice that can reach the heights and depths of the human condition.

Franklyn Boyd for Aberbach

Weir Journeys into Space

Backstage starts on Page Eleven

New Rendell gets Slough residency

Expected closing of Carousel Club

Michael J. Peters

National Jazz Federation

The National Jazz Federation of Great Britain is the national jazz organization of the United Kingdom, founded in London in the 1920s. It aims to promote and preserve jazz music and its culture.

BRUNSWICK EXTENDED PLAY 45 rpm RECORDS

BRUNSWICK LIMITED, BRANCH OF THE DECCA RECORD COMPANY LIMITED, 1-3 BRENTNELL ROAD, LONDON, S.W.9

Ella, Granz allege airline Jim Crow

MASON WITH HALL

Porter

First Decca Movels

Tha back on stage

Babi Crosby and Friend

Sonny's song: "We're only in love"

When you and I were young, we were..."

Music by

MONTEJO

By the way...

JERRY DAWSON ORCHESTRA

Night and day: "Smoke get in your eyes"

Begin the beginning; All the things you are...

SMOOTH SAILING

Smoo smooth sailing: "Flying home"

Oh! Lady be good; How high the moon

ELLA FITZGERALD

ELLA FITZGERALD

ELLA FITZGERALD

ELLA FITZGERALD

ELLA FITZGERALD
Music welcomes '55
Dick Richards

ON THE BEAT

One of the 80

Welcome Edie

Charmant rivals

Low suits fallout

Maya may come here

ALL HAPPY AT THE BALL

AVA GARDNER IN TOWN

BY TONY BROWN

Film

Notes

It was our good fortune to attend the Ava Gardner reception given for the Press at the Savoy Hotel last Friday. It was a fortune shared with several hundred other people.

It was also quite a thrill when, after a dinner of 300 guests, Ava Gardner and her husband, Frank Sinatra, both attended the Savoy Hotel's bar, and then went off to the Academy Awards, where Ava was nominated for an Academy Award in her new role, that of a gangster's moll. As she walked to the bar she was greeted by the happy hordes with applause and cheers. When she reached the bar, she was showered with drinks and cigarettes. And then, when she returned to her table, she was again greeted with thunderous applause. The mood of the occasion was one of great excitement and enjoyment.

The story is still "Carmen".

THE CLUB CALENDAR

BRON'S

ORCHESTRAL SERVICE

ODC

FOR MEN ONLY

TALLER

OLYMPIC

DRUMS

FOR MEN ONLY

SMOKING"
BBC TO SPONSOR BIG FESTIVAL OF DANCE MUSIC

From this fall, 1955, the BBC will sponsor a Festival of Dance Music at the Royal Albert Hall on 24th March, 25th March, 28th March, and 29th March. The Festival will feature the greatest dance bands in Britain and will be broadcast on the radio and television. The opening concert will be on 24th March, and the closing concert will be on 29th March.

DECCA EXPECTED TO SIGN UP TONY KINSEY

Tony Kinsey, the well-known American vocalist, is expected to sign with Decca Records. Kinsey has been a popular figure in the music industry for several years and his signing with Decca is a major coup for the label.

ORCHESTRA JI TONY KINSEY

Tony Kinsey will be performing with the Orchestra JI, a well-known band in the music industry. The performance will be held on 24th March at the Royal Albert Hall.

DIZZY'S 5 DEBUT AT FLAMINGO

Dizzy's 5, a popular jazz orchestra, will be debuting at the Flamingo Club on 24th March. The performance will feature some of the best jazz musicians in the country.

Peterson & Ella

Peterson & Ella, a popular jazz orchestra, will be performing at the Royal Festival Hall on 9th January at 7.30 pm. The performance will feature some of the best jazz musicians in the country.

Melody Maker

President just the setup for the modern drummer!

Stapleton wins National Radio Award

Stapleton has won the National Radio Award for his work in the jazz music industry. The award is given to the musician who has made the greatest contribution to the jazz music industry in the previous year.

HEATH REFUSES BBC FESTIVAL OFFER: 'INADEQUATE'

Ted Heath has turned down an offer to appear with his orchestra at a BBC Festival of Dance Music concert at the Royal Albert Hall on 28th March. Heath has been a long-time opponent of the BBC and has refused to perform for them in the past.

Two of the two main features this week in the music industry are the BBC Festival of Dance Music and the National Radio Award. These events are sure to be the highlight of the week for music lovers.

Henry Hall New May Fair MD

Henry Hall, the well-known American vocalist, is taking over as May Fair MD. Hall has been a popular figure in the music industry for several years and his appointment is a major coup for the May Fair.

Frankly Boyd steps in for Mel Gabor

Frankly Boyd, a well-known figure in the music industry, is taking over as May Fair MD for Mel Gabor. Boyd has been a popular figure in the music industry for several years and his appointment is a major coup for the May Fair.
THE AMAZING AMBROSE

WHO is the most talked about figure in professional music these days? It has to be Ambrose. Who is the man behind the top-hatted, knickerbocker-gowned, bearded geniuses of his music? He is the master of ceremonies, the headliner, the mentor, and the source of the gaiety which makes the Ambrose orchestra such a delight to hear.

Gifted

an introduction—by Maurice Burman

DANDY DANDY!

Ambrose is the king of the crooners, the low-priced crooners, the crooners of the 1930s. He is the one who started the trend. Hark to Ambrose, the crooner! He is the one who made crooners fashionable, he is the one who made crooners popular, he is the one who made crooners famous.

Here is Ambrose, the crooner! He is the one who started the trend. Hark to Ambrose, the crooner! He is the one who made crooners fashionable, he is the one who made crooners popular, he is the one who made crooners famous.

GREAT NORTHERN VAGUE

The London Times music critic has described Ambrose as the greatest living crooner. He is the one who started the trend. Hark to Ambrose, the crooner! He is the one who made crooners fashionable, he is the one who made crooners popular, he is the one who made crooners famous.

Besson play up

OFFER THE FINEST TRUMPET VALUE OF 1955

THE new Stratford

Temper

Ella Fitzgerald & Oscar Peterson

OSCAR & Ella by STEVE RACE

RADIO REVIEWS

July 1955

Ella Fitzgerald & Oscar Peterson

THOUSANDS HAVE BEEN WAITING YEARS FOR THIS EVENT

Ella Fitzgerald & Oscar Peterson

LONDON

ROYAL ALBERT HALL

Tuesday, February 22nd, at 7.30 p.m.

BOOKING NOW OPEN AT ROYAL ALBERT HALL AND AGENTS.

4/0-30/20/15/10/5/-

BRISTOL BRISTOL HALL

Friday, February 25th, at 8.00 p.m.

BOOKING NOW OPEN AT ROYAL ALBERT HALL AND AGENTS.

2/15/-10/6/-7/6/-5/5/-

BIRMINGHAM TOWN HALL

Monday, February 28th, at 7.30 p.m.

BOOKING NOW OPEN AT ROYAL ALBERT HALL AND AGENTS.

2/15/-10/6/-7/6/-5/5/-

MANCHESTER HALL

Monday, February 28th, at 8.00 p.m.

BOOKING NOW OPEN AT ROYAL ALBERT HALL AND AGENTS.

2/15/-10/6/-7/6/-5/5/-

BIRMINGHAM" TOWN HALL

Monday, March 7th, at 8.00 p.m.

BOOKING NOW OPEN AT ROYAL ALBERT HALL AND AGENTS.

2/15/-10/6/-7/6/-5/5/-

NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE CITY HALL

Monday, March 7th, at 8.00 p.m.

BOOKING NOW OPEN AT ROYAL ALBERT HALL AND AGENTS.

2/15/-10/6/-7/6/-5/5/-

EDINBURGH EAGLE HALL

Friday, March 11th, at 8.00 p.m.

BOOKING NOW OPEN AT ROYAL ALBERT HALL AND AGENTS.

2/15/-10/6/-7/6/-5/5/-

STUART HALL

Saturday, March 12th, at 8.00 p.m.

BOOKING NOW OPEN AT ROYAL ALBERT HALL AND AGENTS.

2/15/-10/6/-7/6/-5/5/-
It's music all the year round at go-ahead BRIGHTON

Tony Brown visits London's playground

GEORGE, Prince Regent, bequeathed several gifts to Brighton. The Royal Pavilion stands as a monument of national importance to his progeny for the populace to prize. But what they prize even more is the reputation for revelry that the royal pleasure ground brought prosperity.

If we have spirit and the time to spare, we can say that the modern and refined has changed somewhat over the years. Where the kings and queens once held court and the leisured classes basked in the glow of the sun, the cash box is in, to stay.

Tony Brown, 34-year-old Brighton resident and owner of the Royal Pavilion, is in full swing to make sure that the place continues to be enjoyed by all. He is confident that the place will not only survive but thrive.

A petition has been sent to the local council asking for the pavilion to be preserved as a monument to the Regent, whose name it bears. The petition has been signed by many local residents, who believe that the pavilion is a fitting tribute to the man who gave so much to the city.

Defeated!

Not everyone is in favor of preserving the pavilion. There are those who believe that the money would be better spent on other projects. However, the petitioners are undaunted and are determined to see their wish come true.

Encouragement

The petition has been forwarded to the local council, and a decision is expected in the near future. In the meantime, the pavilion is open to the public and is a popular tourist attraction.

Top Tunes

1. Tony Brown
2. The Royal Pavilion
3. The Regent
4. The Pavilion
5. The King's

TODAY'S BEST VALUE IN GUITARS

LEW & LESLIE GRADE LTD.

DAVID WHITFIELD

EXCLUSIVE MANAGEMENT AND REPRESENTATION THROUGHOUT THE WORLD

LEW & LESLIE GRADE LTD.

REGENT HOUSE, 235-241 REGENT STREET, LONDON, W.1

LEW 5912-3-4

LEW 5992-3-4
JAZZ RECORDS

Max Jones reviews...

THE GREATEST RECORD CENTRE

FOYLES
NEW AND SECONDHAND
Books & Records

119-123 CHAING CROSS RD, LONDON, W.C.3

Out Tuesday

Dickie Valentine writes for YOU
every week in

MIDWEEK

Reveille

2/2

OUT TUESDAY
This girl Ottilee

 **Oscar and Ella:** Provincial dates are settled

Harold Fielding has bought back the contract of the eleven-week provincial tour which is due to be broken by Otto Belling and Elga Kaeble. Fielding is planning to re-open the tour in February with Oscar and Ella.

By George M. Kelly

**Provincial Round-up**

Barrettie band in fatal road accident

Barrettie, the noted dance band, was involved in a fatal accident on the A6 next to the Woodville Hotel. The driver of the car carrying the band failed to stop at the railway crossing. Two band members were killed and three others were critically injured. The band is due to play at the Empire Theatre in Derby tonight.

**Painting with cymbals**

Painting with cymbals is the latest trend in decoration. It is called "cymbal painting" and involves painting designs on cymbals with water-based paints. The designs can be made to look like traditional decorative patterns or can be created for a more contemporary look. It is a popular trend in decor and can be used to enhance the appearance of any room.
Dick Richards

ON THE SHOW BIZ BEAT

POSSIBLY we're all human enough to stare at a film and when we encounter one in patronage. We stand at Anthony Steele on Sunday, and he looked a little tense. He pounced on everyone before we were conscious of him. We met at a meeting of the Artists' Guild. We saw the film, and we realized that Anthony Steele is in the same category as the other greats. It is in this case that Anthony Steele was a member of the Artists' Guild. As soon as he went to the stage, he was one of the stars of the film. His role was remarkable in the film, and he was the right choice for the role. "This film is so well written and directed," he told them. "This film is so well written and directed," he told them. (More)

ODON - RONFORD
Sunday, January 9th at 3 p.m.
KEN MACKINTOSH ORCHESTRA - RUBY MURRAY - BILL MAYNARD - JIMMY HANSON

GAUMONT - LEWISHAM
Sunday, January 9th at 3 p.m.
JOE LOSS BAND SHOW - MAX WALL - THE THREE MonarchS

TROCADERO - ELEPHANT & CASTLE
Sunday, January 9th at 3 p.m.
FRANKIE VAUGHAN - SQUADRONEs - THREE MonarchS - RUBY MURRAY

DE MONTFORT HALL - LEICESTER
Sunday, January 9th at 3 p.m.
JACK PARNELL BAND SHOW

DAVID WHITFIELD
Sunday, January 9th at 3 p.m.
ERIC WHITSTON'S ALL-STAR ORCHESTRA

VICTORIA HALL - HANLEY
Sunday, January 9th at 3 p.m.
VIC LEWIS BAND SHOW

ROYAL FESTIVAL HALL - JAZZ CONCERT
Sunday, January 9th at 3 p.m.
ERIC DELAMEY AND HIS BAND

COVENTRY HIPPODROME
Monday, January 17th at 3 p.m.
Vic Lewis & his Orchestra

MECCA DANCING
Monday, January 17th at 3 p.m.
OSCAR RABIN & his ORCHESTRA

ROYAL - HIGH ROAD, TOTTENHAM
Tuesday, January 18th at 3 p.m.
OSCAR RABIN & his ORCHESTRA

THE CLUB CALENDAR

SUNDAY, JANUARY 16th

THE CLUB CALENDAR

TONY BROWN

SENSATIONAL NEW ACTION PHOTOS

THE CLUB CALENDAR

FASHIONABLE

THE CLUB CALENDAR

FOR MEN ONLY!

KITCHENS

THE CLUB CALENDAR

THE CLUB CALENDAR

THE CLUB CALENDAR

THE CLUB CALENDAR

THE CLUB CALENDAR

THE CLUB CALENDAR
EMI IN £3,000,000 DEAL TO TAKE OVER CAPITOL DISCS

LES PAUL MEETS MRS. REINHARDT

By Edgar Jackson

[Article body about the deal]

COLYER BAND TO OPEN NEW CLUB IN GERMANY

K.K. COLYER JUNIOR has been signed to appear in a new club, 'Leicester', which is to be opened in Germany. The club is expected to be a success, and Colyer is looking forward to his stay there.

Camarata here on music quest

Salvador 'Tipi' Camarata, famous American conductor and celebrated for his work with the New York Philharmonic Orchestra, has arrived in Britain on a two-week tour. Camarata is known for his passion and dedication to music, and his presence in Britain is expected to draw a lot of interest.

Dellimore writes Jazz Suite for Gerald Orchestra

Gerald has commissioned a new jazz suite from Eddie Dellimore, a well-known American composer. The suite is expected to be played in the UK, and Dellimore is excited about the opportunity to work in the British music scene.
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Gerald has commissioned a new jazz suite from Eddie Dellimore, a well-known American composer. The suite is expected to be played in the UK, and Dellimore is excited about the opportunity to work in the British music scene.
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Dellimore writes Jazz Suite for Gerald Orchestra

Gerald has commissioned a new jazz suite from Eddie Dellimore, a well-known American composer. The suite is expected to be played in the UK, and Dellimore is excited about the opportunity to work in the British music scene.

Camarata here on music quest

Salvador 'Tipi' Camarata, famous American conductor and celebrated for his work with the New York Philharmonic Orchestra, has arrived in Britain on a two-week tour. Camarata is known for his passion and dedication to music, and his presence in Britain is expected to draw a lot of interest.

Dellimore writes Jazz Suite for Gerald Orchestra

Gerald has commissioned a new jazz suite from Eddie Dellimore, a well-known American composer. The suite is expected to be played in the UK, and Dellimore is excited about the opportunity to work in the British music scene.
Steve Race

CABLE FROM THE EMBASSY

THE PRINCE OF WALES

NEDS YOU TO STOP..."COMEBACK STOP..."

THE AMBASSADOR

LONDON

Prince of Wales

Harold Lloyd

Ella Fitzgerald

Oscar Peterson

Joint Recital

Thousands Have Been Waiting Years For This Event

LONDON

ROYAL ALBERT HALL

TUESDAY, JANUARY 22ND, 1955

Tickets are now on sale at Royal Albert Hall and Agencies 40/- to 30/- 20/- to 15/- to 5/-

STOKE ON TRENT

SUNDAY, JANUARY 27TH, 7.30 p.m.

Tickets are now on sale at Royal Albert Hall and Agencies 21/- to 15/-, 10/- to 6/-, 7/- to 6/-, 5/- to 3/-

Bristol Coliseum

SUNDAy, JANUARY 25TH, 7.30 p.m.

Tickets are now on sale at Royal Albert Hall and Agencies 21/- to 15/-, 10/- to 6/-, 7/- to 6/-, 5/- to 3/-

Chester Hall

SUNDAY, JANUARY 27TH, 7.30 p.m.

Tickets are now on sale at Royal Albert Hall and Agencies 21/- to 15/-, 10/- to 6/-, 7/- to 6/-, 5/- to 3/-

Sheffield City Hall

SUNDAY, JANUARY 27TH, 7.30 p.m.

Tickets are now on sale at Royal Albert Hall and Agencies 21/- to 15/-, 10/- to 6/-, 7/- to 6/-, 5/- to 3/-

Edinburgh City Hall

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 1ST, 7.30 p.m.

Tickets are now on sale at Royal Albert Hall and Agencies 21/- to 15/-, 10/- to 6/-, 7/- to 6/-, 5/- to 3/-

Manchester Free Trade Hall

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 24TH, 7.30 p.m.

Tickets are now on sale at Royal Albert Hall and Agencies 21/- to 15/-, 10/- to 6/-, 7/- to 6/-, 5/- to 3/-

Manchester Free Trade Hall

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 24TH, 7.30 p.m.

Tickets are now on sale at Royal Albert Hall and Agencies 21/- to 15/-, 10/- to 6/-, 7/- to 6/-, 5/- to 3/-
Take a bow, Vic

JACK PAYNE'S
BANDBOX

One news story in the
latest issue of the
timeless classic, "Mozart Marks," said particularly any
interesting, and
Pam, Hitch, I read, was to
be the last of the band after
13 years to supervise a
class of conductors,
and teachers such as he
covers.
June that story can be read a
newspaper, and
saves... to say the least,
without it.
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Choice

TOP OF THE WORLD
THREE TUNES

- He Just Came from the Buttons
- A Perilous Man
- His Small Hat

HUBERT W. DAVID'S SONGSHEET

TOP TUNES-PAGE 9

REGENCY

GET IT FROM THE
JAZZ BOOK SPECIALISTS

COLLINS INTERNATIONAL BOOKSHOP

13 CHARING CROSS RD., LONDON, W.1. TELEPHONE 2218

GET YOUR COPIEAT THE JASS DIRECTORY

Part 2 of 4, $1 each post free, Paris 4, others post free

BETTER BOOKS LTD.
BROWNE MUSIC

PETER MAURICE

SURPRISINGLY
LE GRISBI

MACHELOSRISI

I STILL BELIEVE

PAPA LOVES MAMBO

BROWN MUSIC

The Great new Stagnars' Hit

SOMEBODY

SMILE

JOIN THE PETER MAURICE ORCHESTRAL CLUB

and be sure to reach the greatest British, American and Continental successes immediately they are released.

SUBSCRIPTION TERMS FOR 36 NUMBERS

$5.00 per year (Europe $3.00) $2.50 per year (Africa $1.50) $1.00 per year (South America $1.00)

Send to THE PETER MAURICE MUSIC LTD., 15 BOND STREET, LONDON, W.1.
Collectors' Corner

Quite a while now, we ran a Corner piece about American pianists in Switzerland which told the story of Carl Swenson. We heard very little more about him until Henry Kahn came over at Christmas and said Howard was opening at the Calcutta Bar in Paris. We asked for a report and here it is.

Howard was a friend of Robert E. Howard and Howard and his band were among the favorite musical groups of the expatriate crowd. The Lebowski, the place where Howard was playing, was one of the most popular of the expatriate bars and Howard's music was always a hit with the patrons.

When Howard came over to Paris, he had recently been hired by the Franceettia Film Corporation to play with the orchestra of the Lebowski. Howard and his band were very popular with the expatriate crowd and Howard's music was always a hit with the patrons.

Howard and his band were among the favorite musical groups of the expatriate crowd. The Lebowski, the place where Howard was playing, was one of the most popular of the expatriate bars and Howard's music was always a hit with the patrons.

Howard and his band were among the favorite musical groups of the expatriate crowd. The Lebowski, the place where Howard was playing, was one of the most popular of the expatriate bars and Howard's music was always a hit with the patrons.
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Howard and his band were among the favorite musical groups of the expatriate crowd. The Lebowski, the place where Howard was playing, was one of the most popular of the expatriate bars and Howard's music was always a hit with the patrons.

Howard and his band were among the favorite musical groups of the expatriate crowd. The Lebowski, the place where Howard was playing, was one of the most popular of the expatriate bars and Howard's music was always a hit with the patrons.
Strictly

INSTRUMENTAL

a rhythm section guide to Tropicana

by LEW STEVENSON

—additional material by Ernest Boncemane

WHAT is generally meant by the term ‘INSTRUMENTAL’? Simply, of course, it means instrumental music, i.e., music played on instruments. But there are many specific meanings of the term, depending on the context.

The instrument is the most important aspect of music. Without instruments, there would be no music. In fact, music is nothing more than the combination of instruments. The best way to understand the meaning of music is to listen to it. When you listen to music, you are listening to the instruments. You are listening to the instrument that is playing the music. You are listening to the instrument that is creating the melody. You are listening to the instrument that is playing the harmony. You are listening to the instrument that is playing the rhythm.

INSTRUMENTAL music is the music that is played by instruments. It is the music that is played by the instrument. It is the music that is played by the instrument that is playing the music. It is the music that is played by the instrument that is creating the melody. It is the music that is played by the instrument that is playing the harmony. It is the music that is played by the instrument that is playing the rhythm.

INSTRUMENTAL music is the music that is played by instruments. It is the music that is played by the instrument. It is the music that is played by the instrument that is playing the music. It is the music that is played by the instrument that is creating the melody. It is the music that is played by the instrument that is playing the harmony. It is the music that is played by the instrument that is playing the rhythm.
THE PIANIST IS MINE HOST

Roza, Regan, Burns, Harris to star in Show Band films

CYRIL STAPLETON has signed up would-be stars Roza, Regan, Burns, and Harris for a new film being made in London. The story, which is about the world of music, will be shot on location in Paris, Venice, and London. And the arrangements will be set by Sir Donald Francis MacAskill.

Fielding to fight Royal Albert Hall

BILLY COTTON is still in nursing home

TWO BANDS AT TRADE MUSIC GUILD'S BALL

HARRIS IN LONDON

PAT HYDE TAPES FOR SOUTH AMERICA

WOOD GREEN AND KINGSTON CLOSE

“SO THIS IS PARIS”

Song ten from the sound track of the film on one Brunswick long playing 33 1/3 r.p.m. record, featuring TONY CURTIS, GLORIA DE HAVEN, GENE NELSON and PAUL GILBERT, with THE UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL ORCHESTRA AND CHOIR, conducted by JOSEPH GERSHENSON, LA 8701.

Mr. John Dunbar dies aged 66

Marland picks May Fair seven-piece

From the Ocean to the High Seas

BILL HALEY AND HIS COMETS

Happy baby; Dinn, din the lights (I want some atmosphere) 02573 (78 or 45 r.p.m.)
State, rattie and roll; A.B.C. boogie 02574 (78 r.p.m.)
(Win great) Rock around the clock; Thirteen women 02577 (78 or 45 r.p.m.)

Brunswick

BRUNSWICK LIMITED, BRANCH OF THE RCA RECORD COMPANY LIMITED, 1-3 BRIXTON ROAD, LONDON, S.W.9

GERALDO AND HEATH IN BBC FESTIVAL

THE HEATH and His Music will be appearing at the BBC Festival of Music at the Royal Albert Hall on April 12. And Gerald has been invited to play thirty-five other English and American radio stations.

ROBIN RICHARDSON FOR 'EMMEY ENTERPRISES'

CANN'T DANCE?

SUNDAY CLUB!

19.10 London Dance Institute, licensed by the Surtees Club Ltd. at the Queen’s Hall, 39/41 Gray's Inn Road, W.C.1 (open to members of the ten-club, 10s. 6d. for special events)

THE FIRST BIG SONG OF 1955 - DONT GO TO STRANGERS

DON'T GO TO STRANGERS

WHEN YOU'RE IN LOVE SOBBIN' WOMEN

A Great British Song Recorded by JOAN REGAN

CAN THIS BE LOVE

TINO TINO!

FELDMAN & CO. LTD., 23 Dovern Street, London, W.1

THE FIRST BIG SONG OF 1955 -
Tommy Rogers and his Baltimore Orchestra directed by Albert Ingalls
At the Jazz Round Table: 7 to 10 p.m. Extended Play Record GEPS615
PARLOPHONE RECORDS

Sinclair Trell reviews—

Ernest Bormann's Tropicana

Edgar Jackson reviews—

RECORD REVIEWS

Laurie Henshaw's platter chatter

THE GREATEST JAZZ CATALOGUE IN THE WORLD

VOUGUE—CORAL
Your Favorite American Recording Stars
THOMAS BROWNS

jazz for dancing!
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THE OTHER NORMAN

WHEN Norman Wisdom told us last week not to be surprised if he played trumpet in the new production of "The Other Norman," we believed him.

In the past, he introduced a "crayon" when he played in the show, which was his cue to change into Godfrey Tearle's bust. He actually took the part himself.

"You understand why?" asked the roar of the audience as Wisdom, in the person of a sailor, produced a trumpet and started to play. "It's a deep-sea problem!"

Norman Wisdom became a companion through the action-packed story of a sailor who runs away from the Navy and becomes a key player in the Royal Court of Euphonia. How much is a saxophone?...'

WHEN the Norman Wisdom played trumpet it was a true trumpet, not a cornet, because, as Norman Wisdom told us, he had never even heard of a cornet. He said he had been taught to play the trumpet in a London musical school. "It's a kind of instrument," he explained. "It's not a cornet."

Add saxophone?...'

The Norman Wisdom trumpet was a true trumpet, and he also played a true cornet, and in both of them he was a great success. He was also a great success in the comic roles, too.

"Some of the drummers," he said, "thought I could have been a natural drummer."

Then there was a chorus of "Crime!"

"But it's not a crime," said Wisdom. "It's just a kind of instrument, a kind of horn..."

The Norman Wisdom trumpet was a real trumpet, and it was a real cornet. He also played a real drum, and in both of them he was a great success.

"Some of the drummers," he said, "thought I could have been a natural drummer."

Add saxophone?...'

When the Norman Wisdom played trumpet it was a true trumpet, not a cornet. He said he had never even heard of a cornet. He was also a great success in the comic roles, too. His first major appearance was in the Royal Court, and it was a real triumph. For this performance he was given a standing ovation.

Enter a comedian...

If this is the way, Wisdom has a vital revelation for all of us. It is that he has a great sense of humor, and that he has a great respect for his fellow actors. He has a great respect for all the people who work in the theater, and he has a great respect for the audience.

Then there was a chorus of "Crime!"

"But it's not a crime," said Wisdom. "It's just a kind of instrument, a kind of horn..."

The Norman Wisdom trumpet was a real trumpet, and it was a real cornet. He also played a real drum, and in both of them he was a great success.
FOG, ICE, SNOW CAUSE HAVOC AMONG BANDS ON TOUR

COLUMBIA WAXES WONDERFUL TOWN

Les Paul searches for ideal guitar

PARIS within armed and helpless...Pan, and her aoe... Sabik...Durwet...belt...10.1.1.

Tanners carrying on Annette Mills plan

HIDEOUT...Ivy Benson turns down Dutch offer

Fierstone TV series

FREDDY RANDALL

IS PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE THAT HIS BAND IS SOLELY REPRESENTED BY THE ALFRED PREAGER ORGANISATION 97/9 CHARING X RD., WC.2 - GERRARD 72912-3-4

Two Great Continental HITS

MAJORCA

PAM POO DEY

Two Great Continental HITS

MILLS MUSIC LTD. • LONDON, W.1

TWO GREAT CONTINENTAL HITS

MAJORCA

PAM POO DEY

MORE STARS SIGNED FOR 'SCOPE FILMS

Alma in ‘April’

MORE STARS SIGNED FOR 'SCOPE FILMS

Gus Arnheim dies in Hollywood

HEATH ORK SET FOR AUSTRALIA

HEATH ORK SET FOR AUSTRALIA

Lita Roza offered Down Under tour

Navy Brazil nut Crunch

KITCHENS

Palladium return for Johnnie Ray

Randall in Festival

Freddy Randall has bee nuged to make the film and will also star in the film version of the hit Broadway musical 'Honeymoon Haven'. He will be seen as the leading man in both the film and the musical. The film will be directed by Michael Carreras, and is scheduled for release in May. The film will be shot in Los Angeles and will feature songs by Tom Lehrer. The film will also star Annette Mills and Bobbe Starr.

The Melody to last a Lifetime—Honeymoon Waltz

(Ask the Honeymoon couples—they know)

Cast your Vote 4 Burger King in Every Meal for a Chance to Win a Dinner for Two at the Palladium

The Navy Brazil nut Crunch photo features a character holding a box of the product, which is described as "Delicious freshly-crushed Brazil and Crunchy Butterscotch." The item is priced at 97,308 and is available at "M. S. Kitchen, 27-31 New Victoria St., London W.1".
Ernest Borneman revisits the jazz scene and finds—

THE MUSIC HASN'T CHANGED SINCE WHITEMAN!

To return to a Festival Hall swing concert after nearly two years of absence from the local jazz scene is like returning to an old, familiar house in which everything has changed except the inhabitants: they've grown beards, but they aren't a day older. The audience these days seems younger than it used to be, rather than turned off by the thoroughness; stage properties are still as chaotic as ever. Scotch whisky and warm beer

ACOUSTICAL SAMSON

...two men sat down to dinner in a small and ordered atmosphere. As a precautionary measure, either one of them could have a knife and fork for getting the meal off the table. But it wasn't anything like that. It was a dinner, and the knives and forks were used. The meal was consisted of

MAMBOSTIC

...the master of ceremonies and the host were both from the same corner of the world. The host was a tall, dark man with a

MAMBOLINO

...the master of ceremonies and the host were both from the same corner of the world. The host was a tall, dark man with a

VELVET SUNSET

...the master of ceremonies and the host were both from the same corner of the world. The host was a tall, dark man with a

Johnny Dankworth & his Orchestra

worth waiting for on...

Europe's First Jazz International......

WILL BANDS LAST ON TELEVISION?

American TV producer EDDIE POLA doesn't think so!
Collectors' Corner this week introduces you to four Continental jazz writers—

Jazz writers from the Continent are not an unusual sight in the UK. But it is so that a greater-than-normal number have taken up residence in our capital in recent months to introduce their music to readers, and perhaps feature them in the Climax as an importation.

Four authors of 'Jazz Dirken' are contributing to this week's edition:

- Hank T.在全国范围内
- Tito in the United States
- John T. in the United States
- John T. in the United States

Two 'cornetists'

Tito in the United States

I feel impelled to introduce the writers of 'Jazz Directory' to our readers, as they are an important group of jazz writers from the Continent.

Latin-American rhythms

by Lew Stevenson

Just Published. PART V, J. Kirk, of the

JAZZ DIRECTORY

OF RECORDED JAZZ & SWING MUSIC

Compiled by Albert J. McCarty & Joe Carey

The new volume of this essential reference book for all jazz enthusiasts follows, among others, the familiar and many of the more unknown artists.

- personal of performers
- date and location of recording
- events covering or reference numbers
- reviews and interviews
- reviews and interviews
- reviews and interviews
- reviews and interviews
- reviews and interviews

FROM ALL BOOKSELLERS: PUBLISHED BY CAMPBELL

GET YOUR COPIES of The Jazz Directory

Parts 1-5, 36 each post free; Parts 6-15, 20 each post free

BOOKESELLERS at CHIRING CROSS ROAD, W.C.
Vote for the WORLD's top musicians

MELODY MAKER readers have proved over and over again that they are, without a doubt, the most discerning people when it comes to the assessment of musical merits.

In THE MELODY MAKER Poll, they have indicated each year, the British musicians who are truly popular with the British public. A worthwhile guide for any record company, as well as for the musicians themselves, who will benefit from their invaluable opinions.

For today you can vote in the world's first full-size International Poll of British Bands.

MELODY MAKER INTERNATIONAL JAZZ & DANCE BAND POLL

I certify that this is my only entry in the MELODY MAKER International Jazz and Dance Band Poll

NAME

ADDRESS

BRITISH

ALL-THE-WORLD

BAND OF THE YEAR

MUSICIAN OF THE YEAR

SMALL MODERN GROUP

TOP BIG BAND

TOP MEDLEY SIX

TOP TENOR SIX

TOP CLARINET
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**A Hit Song for Today!**

**TOMORROW**

Recorded on POLYGON P131 by JOHNNY BRANDON
Featured by JOY NICHOLS

**QUICKLY, QUICKLY TO THE TOP OF THE HIT PARADE COMES—**

**SOFTLY, SOFTLY**

Recorded by ALMA COGAN • RUBY MURRAY
(HMV)
JOE LOSS • KIM BENNETT
(HMV)

Two Great British Songs

**MIDNIGHT TANGO BOULEVARD WALTZ**

Orchestrations now available
Two Great Instrumentals—

**MEET MARLAND'S MAY FAIR MEN**

Peter Crawford 3 for Carousel

**Joan Regan to top in Blackpool show**

**NEWS in BRIEF**

**YOU'VE GOT THE SHOES OF JOE LOSS**

Joe Loss 20 for Blackmore 3

**BAND ORCHESTRA**

Cavendish Music Co.

Sole Selling Agents:

BOOSEY & HAWKES
295 REGENT STREET, LONDON, W.1

---AND NOW for THE BEST BANDS
THE BEST ARRANGEMENTS
OF THE BEST SONGS

**CARAVAN**

**IN A SENTIMENTAL MOOD**

**SOLITUDE**

Three thrilling new arrangements by REG. OWEN

LAPLEUR MUSIC CO. LTD.
305 Regent Street, London, W.1

**THE NEW RECORDS**

**BAND MUSIC PRESENT A GREAT SONG**

**YOU, MY LOVE**

Sung by FRED STANFORD
MARSHAL JAMES

Hand conductor book

**JAZZ IN TIN PAN ALLEY**

Weir signs three 'new' vocalists

**Mitchell picks 9**

**Here it is!**
A MUST FOR EVERY SMALL BAND

**COMBO ORCHS.**

**Dash music present a great song**

**You, my love**

Sung by Fred Stanford

**in the Warner Brothers picture "You Me & Love"**

**DASH MUSIC LTD.**

17 Russell St. London, W1

**"the new records"**

A complete guide to the Best New Records for the year 13 months. 1 return without Fiscal Order for 40

**NAME**

**ADDRESS**

(From the back of the card.)
On the tip of your tongue!

Selmer Mundrients

- Multi-claw fastening
- Stainless steel

Soloist Reed

See your dealer or write “Selmer.”

How did my Rehearsal go?

GRUNDIG WILL TELL YOU EXACTLY

Whether you are a star performer or still making your way, the Grundig is absolutely essential for your own tape-recorded rehearsals. By recording and playing back your numbers, you are helped in attaining the perfection of performance and timing that distinguishes top line performers.

Monte Carlo Tape Recorders

GRUNDIG (U.K.) Ltd., Kidbrooke Park Road, London, S.E.3

Electrolytic0, Oxidation and Chemical Co., Ltd.

ROYAL ALBERT HALL
Sunday, February 13th

Concerting 8,000 p.m.

All-Star Parade Concert

Starring 4 Great Bands plus Britain’s top woodwinds and leading American soloists

TED HEATH • JOHNNY DANKWORTH
ERIC DELANEY • RONNIE SCOTT

AND THEIR ORCHESTRAS

DICKIE VALENTINE • “STARGAZERS”
LITA ROZA • DENNIS ETTIS

The All-Star Group of P.I.M.A. Style Instrumentation

ERIC DELANEY (Musician, Asst. to the President), BILL GIBBONS (Pianist), ERIC DELANEY (Trombone), JOHNNY DANKWORTH (Oboe), BOB WESER" (Clarinet), JOHNNY HAVENS (Trumpet), RONNIE SCOTT (Piano), VICTOR ELLIS (Drums), DICKIE VALENTINE (Flute), DICKIE VALENTINE (Vibes), DICKIE VALENTINE (Bass), VICTOR ELLIS (Banjo), DICKIE VALENTINE (Vibes).

Grundy (U.K.) Ltd., Kidbrooke Park Road, London, S.E.3

Electrolytic 6, Oxidation and Chemical Co., Ltd.

TICKETS: 25, 30, 45, 50. By post (address above) or at all Leading Box Office Agencies. All proceeds towards the M.P.I.A. Fund.

ALL-STAR PARADE CONCERT, S. SWANAGE, London, W.C.4
Police called out as Ottile plays Belfast

CHANCE FOR MARGOLIS TO PLAY BERMUDA

Mr. N. Margolis, Director American Mission of the Jewish Community in Bermuda, is due to arrive in London today.

Song stars open new variety season at Dudley

Jazz-in-old-tyme out-at Southend

Bournemouth band may link with 80 girls

Who's Where (Continued from January 22)

Manchester pianist dies

Ricky Woodroofe to open in dine-dance club

Debut dates

MEDELEY BAILER—January 22, 1955

The Other Norman

The Emperor of Pekin

Norman Wisdom claims that, in the early stages, he didn't quite see himself as a comedian. He was playing in an Army band—and wanted his comedy to be 'bits of business' while playing the piano and so on.

So we were the others and so. And we went with the Army and so on. We were of course a farce among the three of us. We were three of a sort, and so on. We were of course a farce among the three of us.

It seems that Wisdom might or might not be in the film called 'Don't know The Wisdom'. It seems that Wisdom might or might not be in the film called 'Don't know The Wisdom'.

A Simple Sum: 9+5+6 = Britain's Biggest Band of 20/10 Teddy Foster and His Music

Backstage

Tony Brown continues his story of the Wisdom you DON'T know—
**Dick Richards**

**IT'S-bound to be a very long time before we see a show here, but already Broadway, Peggy, is being hailed as the smartest American musical since Oklahoma. Jazz."

**There's No Business Like Show Business**

**Film Notes**

By **Tony Brown**

**Take a Decker at Diana**

Playing a small part in the film "The Plundered Bride," played by American girl. She took it along to the movie, and they showed it so impressed Columbia record chief Ray Martin and Norm Farnham that they asked her to make a test recording.

**Good pull-in...**

**Londoner, Sunday, February 4 at 7:15 p.m.**

**Sunday Jazz at the Coliseum**

Ray Ellington Quartet

Vic Ash Quartet in Town Jazz Unit

Gracie Cole & Her Orchestra

**Classified Advertisements**

**Shopping by Post**

- For men only!
- Shoes tailor
- Can't Dance?
- Slide on a dime
- World's finest shoes
- Status shoes...
DEATH OF PARKER RUMOURS BEGAN AS JOKE IN PARIS CLUB FROM HENRY KAHN PARIS, Wednesday. The有了 the latest of American jazz musician Charlie Parker, which is published in several French newspapers, and was found to reveal the news, can now be revealed as the result of a joke in rather bad taste.

A Paris newspaper journalist, specializing in jazz news, put a story today that Charlie Parker had been found and written up. The news was then printed, and the story was exposed as a joke. The reports of the death of Charlie Parker had been almost everywhere.

It was not impossible that the story, which was then shown to be a joke, might have been published by the巴黎 club.

HUGHES TO EXTEND AUSTRALIAN VISIT Singer David Hughes is to extend his tour of Australia by 2 weeks to stay in a new program of his tour, which was released on the program. Hughes is expected to stay for 18 weeks.

SQUADS RESUME REGULAR DECCA RECORDINGS The Squads, who was visited in London by the Squads last week, has been announced as the official record of the Squads, who are to be heard on the Squads next week.

STARS, TWO GUEST BANDS AT BLIND CHAITY BALL

Tickets are now available for the gala ball of the Stars, which will be held on Tuesday at the Royal Dance Hall, High Road, Tottenham. The gala ball is to be held on Tuesday at 7:30 p.m.

MELODY MAKER + REGULAR BAND ANNUAL DINNER MEETING 1951

WIMBLEDON PALAIS, S.W.19

GALA BALL OF THE STARS

The Tanner Sisters - The Royal Society for the Blind Children's Home and Battersea Boys' Town Youth Club

3 BANDS - ERIC WINSTONE, GRACIE COLE & ERIC LAWE

DEEJAYS OF FAMOUS STARS, including ERIC WINSTONE, GRACIE COLE & ERIC LAWE
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